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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, digital signal processing techniques have been 

used in a wide variety of applications including [1] radar and sonar, 

medicine, speech analysis and synthesis, image processing, and 

geophysical seismic exploration. In this thesis, a set of general 

purpose digital signal processing subroutines is presented in 

Chapter II, and a display system used to display the results of 

processing is described in Chapter III. The subroutines implement 

algorithms, such as the calculation of discrete Fourier transforms, 

convolutions, and complex cepstra, which might be used in a given 

application. As an illustration of their utility they are used in 

a seismic application in Chapter IV. 

The digital signal processing algorithms have been implemented 

as FORTRAN programs and are run on a VAX 11/780 general purpose 

computer. The FORTRAN coding allows the programs to be easily 

modified to run on other computers with FORTRAN compilers, and the 

use of a generai purpose computer offers the flexibility and 

adaptability which allow a very wide range of uses. However, a 

special purpose processor offers advantages in some applications 

by providing greater speed and accuracy, or lower cost. 

The display system uses the VAX 11/780 to generate a television 
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image which is displayed and manipulated with a Comtal Vision One/20 

image processing system. The display system has a number of options 

which the user can choose to display signal processing results in a 

variety of ways, depending on the information desired. 

This thesis does not attempt to provide a complete and comprehen

sive digital signal processing and display system, but in does 

illustrate how such a system might be developed and used. 



CHAPTER II 

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING SOFTWARE 

Computational Difficulties 

Since approximatio~s are inherent in any digital implementation 

of a signal processing algorithm, the user must be aware of the 

approximations in evaluating the validity of the results of the 

processing. Typical problems encountered are aliasing, especially 

when nonlinear operations are performed, and numerical roundoff 

associated with the finite length of a word in memory. The funda

mental principles of digital signal processing and the associated 

approximations and errors are discussed in detail in books such 

as [2]. 

Modular Digital Signal 
Precessing Subroutines 

In many digital signal processing applications, there are a few 

basic calculations which are repeated often or are used for a wide 

variety of purposes. This suggests having short, pre-compiled 

modular subroutines available which realize the basic algorithms 

such as calculation of discrete Fourier transforms (OFT's) and 

inverse discrete Fourier transforms (lOFT's), performing spectral 

factorization, and calculating complex cepstra. 

This modular subroutine approach would provide a simple way 
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4 
for the user to quickly check theoretical results or to implement a 

complicated algorithm which requires some of the basic computations. 

The modular subroutines could also be easily modified to better fit 

into a specific application, allowing flexibility for a wide range 

of uses. 

Digital Signal Processing Modules 

The basic digital signal processing routines discussed here are: 

calculating the forward and inverse OFT, the power spectrum, a cyclic 

convolution, and the complex cepstrum. Also, a routine to perform 

spectral factorization, and two routines to perform filtering oper

ations on complex cepstra are discussed. The flow charts for each 

routine are shown in Figs. 2-1 to 2-8, and complete FORTRAN listings 

of the subroutines are contained in Appendix A. 

For simplicity, the subroutines were written to process time 

sequences of length 2048 with a OFT length of 5040 (to suppress 

aliasing), but they can be easily modified to process sequences of 

any length. 

Discrete Fourier Transform 

The subroutine DFTCALC of Fig. 2-1 calculates a length 5040 

complex forward or inverse OFT of a complex input sequence using 

a prime factor fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm presented 

in [3]. 

The reason the pr1me factor algorithm was chosen is because 

of its speed and its flexibility of sequence lengths. The speed 

is important because calculation of the OFT is usually the most 

computationally intensive routine used in digital signal processing, 
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and the routine may be required many times in the process of imple-

menting another desired algorithm which requires both frequency and 

time domain calculations. The algorithm is shown in [3] to be 

faster than other FFT algorithms, especially when the transform 

length is composed of many relatively prime factors. In [4], an 

even faster hardwar.e implementation of the algorithm 1s presented 

where the speed is most dependent on the time necessary for memory 

read and write operations. 

The flexibility of sequence lengths provided by the prime 

factor algorithm [5] is important for general purpose use, as the 

length necessary is dependent on the length required by the specific 

application. For flexibility, the subroutine DFTCALC uses the prime 

factor algorithm, PFA, to calculate a length 5040 forward or inverse 

transform, the longest complex sequence PFA will accomodate. 

With slight modifications, a given OFT algorithm can also be 

used to calculate inverse OFT's [2]. OFTCALC has a variable in its 

call sequence to indicate whether a forward or inverse OFT is to be 

found, so the modifications necessary to calculate the inverse OFT 

are performed within the subroutine. 

Power Spectrum 

The subroutine PRSPCTRM calculates the length 5040 power 

spectrum of a length 5040 discrete complex time sequence. The 

power spectrum is the squared magnitude of the OFT of the given 

time sequence [2], so the subroutine first calculates the length 

5040 OFT using DFTCALC, and then, term-by-term, calculates the 



14 
squared magnitude by adding the squares of the real and imaginary 

parts. This process is shown in the flowchart of Fig. 2-2. 

Spectral Factorization 

Given the power spectrum of a real time sequence where the power 

spectrum has no poles or zeros on the unit circle, the subroutine 

FACTOR calculates the real time sequence which has that power spectrum 
--

and has all of the poles and zeros of its Z-transform inside the unit 

circle. There may be many time sequences which have the given power 

spectrum, but only one real sequence has all the poles and zeros of its 

Z-transform inside the unit circle. This unique time sequence is 

called minimum phase [6]. The subroutine FACTOR, then, calculates the 

unique, real, minimum phase time sequence which has the given power 

spectrum. 

A maximum phase time sequence is similarly defined as the real 

time sequence with a given power spectrum and with all the poles and 

zeros of its Z-transform outside the unit circle [6] . Since any real 

time sequence with a power spectrum with no poles or zeros on the unit 

circle can be written as the convolution of a ~inimum phase and a maxi-

mum phase sequence [2], the algorithm described by the flow chart of 

Fig. 2-3 can be used to find the proper minimum phase sequence. 

To see that the flowchart of Fig. 2-3 finds the required 

sequence, let X(z) be the Z-transform [2] of an arbitrary time 

sequence x(n). Let X(z) be factored into a term x1(z) with all 

poles and zeros inside the unit circle, and a term x0(z) with all 

poles and zeros outside the circle, giving 

( 2-1) 



Now, if we define 

(2-2) 

and 

(2-3) 

we get 

I 1
2 2 2 * * X(z) =IX1(z)l IX0(z)l =X 1(z)X1(z)x0(z)x0(z) (2-4) 

which, when rearranged, gives 

I 2 * * X(z)l =(X1(z)X0(z))(X1(z)X0(z)). (2-5) 

* Letting Y(z)=X1(z)X0(z), we have 

I X(z) 1 2=Y(z)v* (z). (2-6) 

Since x0(z) has only poles and zeros outside the unit circle, 

* x0(z) has only poles and zeros inside the unit circle, so Y(z) has 

* only poles and zeros inside the unit circle. Similarly, Y (z) has 

only poles and zeros outside the unit circle. Y(z) is the desired 

minimum phase term, and its inverse Z-transform, y(n) is the 

desired minimum phase sequence. 

To find y(n), the logarithm of (2-6) is calculated pointwise, 

and the inverse Z-transform is taken, giving 

z-l{LOG(jX(z)j 2)}=Z-l{LOG(Y(z))}+Z-l{LOG(Y*(z))}. (2-7) 

Now, since Y(z) has only poles and zeros inside the unit circle, so 

does LOG(Y(z)), so z-1{LOG(Y(z))} is a purely causal sequence [2], 

and, similarly, z-1{LOG(Y*(z))} is a purely anti-causal sequence. 

In equation (2-7), then, the terms for n>O are due to Y(z) only, 

* the terms for n<O are due to Y (z) only, and the term for n=O has 

* equal contributions from Y(z) andY (z). The minimum phase 
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sequence is found from ( 2-7) by zeroing the terms of z-l {LOG (I X ( z) 12)} 

for n<O, halving the term for n=O, then calculating the Z-transform, 

complex exponential (to undo the logarithm), and the inverse Z-trans

form, giving y(n). 

The power spectrum is required to have no poles and zeros on the 

unit circle so the Z-transforms can be implemented on the unit circle 

with the OFT [2]. 

Cyclic Convolution 

The subroutine CONVOLVE, with flowchart in Fig. 2-4, calculates 

the cyclic convolution of two length 5040 sequences. Although the 

cyclic convolution of two length N sequences f(n) and g(n) is given 

in [2] by 
N-1 

f(n)®g(n)= L f(r)g(n-r), n=O, 1, ... ,N-1, (2-8) 
r=O 

CONVOLVE calculates the convolution in the frequency domain using 

(2-9) DFT{f(n~g(n)}=F(w)G(w) 

where DFT{f(n)}=F(w) and DFT{g(n)}=G(w), so 

f.( n )eg ( n) =I OFT { F ( w) G ( w)}. (2-10) 

Calculating the convolution using (2-10) is more efficient than 

using (2-8) when sequence lengths become large [2], and since DFTCALC 

gives an efficient way to calculate the OFT and IDFT, (2-10) is more 

practical than (2-8). 

The convolution described by (2-8) is called cyclic because, 

since the sequences are periodic, there is an overlap of the two 

sequences on the unit circle, giving an aliasing effect. However, 
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this aliasing can be eliminated if the last half of the sequences are 

zero, and the result of calculation using (2-8) or (2-10) becomes a 

non-cyclic discrete convolution of the length ~ non-zero portions of 

the sequences [2]. 

Complex Cepstrum 

Given a real sequence which can be modeled as the convolution 

of two other real sequences, the complex cepstrum, as presented in 

[7], is a method for obtaining, in special cases, the sequences which 

formed the convolution. Two of the cases in which the technique is 

especially useful are: 1) when one of the sequences in the convo

lution is minimum phase and the other is maximum phase, and 2) when 

one of the sequences is a series of delayed impulses and the other is 

a continuous sequence. The first case is often found in the study of 

the dispersive effects of a transmission medium excited by a minimum 

phase source [8], and the second case arises in the removal of a 

signal from a sequence made up of the signal and its echoes [9]. 

The complex cepstrum, fc(n), of a sequence f(n) is given by [7] 

as 

f (n)=IDFT{LOG(DFT{f(n)})}, 
c {2-11) 

where DFT{f(n)}f0. To see how this is useful in separating the ele

ments of a convolution, let f(n) be formed by convolving two sequences 

g(n) and h(n) so that 

f(n)=g(n)*h(n). 

Also, let f(n), g(n), and h(n) have OFT's F(w), G(w), and H(w), 

respectively, so (2-11) becomes 

(2-12) 



IDFT{LOG(F(w))}=IDFT{LOG(G(w)H(w))}, 

but 

LOG(G(w)H(w))=LOG(G(w))+LOG(H(w)) 

so, since the IDFT is a linear operation [2], 

fc(n)=IDFT{LOG(F(w))}=IDFT{LOG(G(w))}+IDFT{LOG(H(w))}. 
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(2-13) 

(2-14) 

(2-15) 

The first term on the right of (2-15) is the complex cepstrum of 

g(n), call it gc(n), and the second term is the complex cepstrum of 

h(n), call it hc(n). So (2-11) effectively transforms convolution 

into addition, because if f(n) is given by (2-12), then 

(2-16) 

and the problem of separating g(n) and h(n) in the time domain becomes 

one of subtraction in the complex cepstral domain, if gc(n) and hc(n) 

have distinguishing characteristics which can be easily identified. 

Some characteristics of the complex cepstrum of a sequence can 

be determined from the characteristics of the original time domain 

sequence [10]. For example, a continuous time domain sequence has a 

continuous complex cepstrum, while a time domain sequence with impulses 

only will have a complex cepstrum with impulses only. Also, a minimum 

phase time-domain sequence has a purely causal complex cepstrum, and 

a maximum phase time-domain sequence has a purely anti-causal complex 

cepstrum. These types of characteristics allow separation of the 

convolution of a continuous signal and an impulse series and separation 

of the convolution of a minimum phase source and a maximum phase 

transfer function. 

Calculation of the complex cepstrum as defined in (2-11) causes 
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computational difficulties with the branch point of the logarithm, 

giving multiple definitions of the phase. The principal value is 

supplied by the computer, and the proper value must be determined by 

a phase-unwrapping algorithm, which is not an easy task [11]. 

Another computational problem is encountered when calculating 

the lOFT in (2-11). The lOFT is essentially a numerical calculation 

of a contour integral around the unit circle, and large errors can 

occur when poles of the integrand, LOG(DFT{f(n)}), approach the unit 

circle. However, the errors can be lessened, in some cases, by 

exponentially weighting the integrand before integration, which 

essentially pulls the poles closer to the origin. This technique, 

which was suggested in [9], works well for poles near, but inside, 

the unit circle, because it pulls the poles away from the integration 

path. Poles outside the unit circle are pulled closer, though, and 

may even be pulled inside the circle, changing the result completely. 

Experience is the best factor for determining how much weighting 1s 

necessary, and whether weighting will help at all [12]. 

As an alternative to calculating the complex cepstrum of f(n) 

as defined in (2-11), it is often more practical to calculate the 

lOFT of the derivative of the logarithm, as suggested in [7] , 

providing what will be called the derivative cepstrum, fd(n), so 

~ (DFT{f(n)}) 
fd(n)=lDFT _w ____ _ 

OFT{f(n)} 
(2-17) 

where OFT{f(n)}f0. 

Calculating fd(n) using (2-17) does not have the phase-unwrapping 



problem encountered in calculating fc(n) using (2-11), but it does 

have the problem of numerical errors in calculating the !OFT when 

poles are near the unit circle. As described above, exponential 

weighting may alleviate the problem some, but it may also make it 

worse by pulling poles which are outside the circle even closer or 

inside. 

There are also problems in calculating [DFT{f(n)}]-l in (2-17) 

because the nonlinear inverse operation causes aliasing, and arith-

20 

metic overflow and roundoff errors may occur where DFT{f(n)} approaches 

zero. 

The complex cepstrum can be found to within a constant, A, from 

the derivative cepstrum of (2-17) by numerical integration of 

[:w(DFT{f(n)}][DFT{f(n)}]-l before calculation of the !OFT, which is 

the same as first taking the IDFT, and then dividing by -jn, where 

j=~ [2]. In other words, 

l}i fd(n), n~O 
fc(n)+A= _1 

lN/2 fd(n), n=O 
(2-18) 

Since fd(n) has all the properties of fc(n) without the ~weighting, 
it may be more convenient to perform the separation of the elements 

of the convolution using fd(n), if fd(n) can be calculated accurately. 

Once fc(n) of fd(n) are found, the problem becomes one of identi

fying and subtracting gc(n) or hc(n), or, alternatively, gd(n) or 

hd(n), where gd(n) and hd(n) are the derivative cepstra of g(n) and 

h(n), respectively. The following separation techniques are written 

assuming fd(n) is calculated, although they apply equally well if 
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fc(n) is calculated instead. 

If one of gd(n) or hd(n) is a series of delayed and weighted 

impulses, and the other is a continuous sequence, the identification 

and separation problem is one of locating and removing sharp discon

tinuities in an otherwise smooth sequence, using any of the many jump 

detection and smoothing techniques available [13]. If one of gd(n) 

or hd(n) is causal and the other is anti-causal, corresponding to 

minimum and maximum phase time domain sequences, the identification 

and separation are easy. If the minimum phase component is desired, 

the terms for n<O are set to zero and the term for n=O is divided by 

two. If the maximum phase component 1s desired, the terms for n>O 

are set to zero and the term for n=O is divided by two. It might be 

noted that the spectral factorization technique described previously 

is a special application of complex cepstrum techniques. 

Once the separation in the complex cepstral domain is complete, 

the inverse complex cepstrum must be calculated. It will be assumed 

that the cepstrum of g(n) is kept in the separation process, but the 

same arguments apply if the cepstrum of h(n) is kept. 

Whether gd(n) of gc(n) are calculated, gc(n) is necessary to 

calculate the inverse complex cepstrum. If gd(n) is found, gc(n) 

can be found to within an additive constant, A, using (2-18) with 

g instead of f. Reversing the process described by (2-11) gives 

IDFT{exp(DFT{gc(n)+A})}=[exp(A)][IDFT{exp(DFT{gc(n)})}], (2-19) 

so 

IDFT{exp(DFT{gc(n)+A})}=exp(A)g(n), (2-20) 
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and g(n) is found to within a scaling factor. In applications where 

the amplitude is important, the scaling factor can be chosen to meet 

criteria such as keeping the average power constant, or it can be 

found from f(n) by alternate methods. The best way to choose the 

scaling factor depends on the application. 

Calculating the inverse complex cepstru~ using (2-20) does not 

have all of the numerical problems encountered in calculating the 

forward complex cepstrum. Assuming that gc(n) was calculated cor

rectly, the only problem is in the aliasing caused by the nonlinear 

exponentiation operation. 

CPSTRM, INCPSTRM 

The subroutine CPSTRM, whict1 is described by the flow chart of 

Fig. 2-5, calculates the derivative cepstrum of a length 2048 real 

input sequence using ·(2-17) and provides a length 5040 imaginary 

output sequence. The factor ~(DFT{f(n)}) is calculated by multi

plying f(n) by -jn, and then calculating the OFT, since [2] 

OFT{-jn[f(n)]}=~DFT{f(n)}]. (2-21) 

The factor [DFT{f(n)}]-1 is calculated by first calculating DFT{f(n)} 

and then inverting pointwise. Once the two factors are calculated, 

they are multiplied pointwise, and the IDFT is calculated, giving 

fc(n). 

If exponential weighting is desired, it is provided by multi-

plying f(n) by an, where O<a~l. This gives a weighting of e-LOG(a) 

to the frequency domain function before calculating the IDFT, so 

a~0.94 is usually sufficient for most purposes, but, as the choice 
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of a is determined mostly by experience, a is provided by the user as 

an interactive input. If no weighting is desired, the user should 

input a=l.O. 

The subroutine INCPSTRM calculates the inverse complex cepstrum 

from a length 5040 derivative cepstrum, using (2-18) and (2-20), and 

provides a length 2048 real output sequence. A flowchart of the sub

routine is shown in Fig. 2-6. 

If a weighting of an was provided in calculating the derivative 

cepstrum, it is reversed by multiplying by a-n, where the value of a 

is again provided by the user as an interactive input. -n Since a can 

become very large, even small errors will be greatly amplified for 

large values of n, so accuracy is poor for large values of n. For 

this reason, when a-n is large (on the order of 1010 ), the inverse 

complex cepstrum is set to zero so the errors do not swamp the inter

esting information at small values of n. 

DETECT, SMOOTH 

The subroutine DETECT, with flow chart in Fig. 2-7, is used to 

locate isolated impulses in an otherwise smooth sequence. It uses the 

simple windowing technique of taking the average of the magnitude of 

the sequence, and then comparing the magnitude at each point in the 

window with the average. If the magnitude at some point in the window 

is greater than some threshold value times the average, then an impulse 

is assumed to have occurred, and the corresponding point 1n an auxil-

iary sequence is set to the value one. If the magnitude at that point 

is less than or equal to the threshold times the average, an impulse 



is not assumed to have occurred, and the corresponding point in the 

auxiliary sequence is set to the value zero. 
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After the entire sequence has been windowed, averaged, and compared 

in this manner, the auxiliary sequence takes on the value one where an 

i mpu 1 se is detected and the va 1 ue zero every~tJhere e 1 se. 

The auxiliary sequence can then be passed to the subroutine 

SMOOTH which removes the impulses from the otherwise smooth sequence 

using the process described in Fig. 2-8. At each point indicated by 

the auxiliary sequence as having an impulse, the impulse is "removed .. 

by replacing the value with the average of the values at the previous 

and following points. 

Because the width of the window and the threshold value are impor

tant in the accuracy with which DETECT can locate impulses, they are 

supplied by the user as interactive inputs. It seems from experience 

that, in general, narrow windows (around 4 to 6 points) and small 

thresholds (around 1.75 to 2.5) provide the best overall detection 

and smoothing performance. It might be pointed out that it is better 

to detect an impulse where one is not present than to miss one. This 

is because if an impulse is detected where one is not present, SMOOTH 

would smooth a sequence where it is already smooth, but if an impulse 

is missed altogether, the sequence would not be smoothed where it 

should be. 

Use of the Signal 
Processing Modules 

Use of the above modules in a particular application is as simple 

as writing a host program which calls the subroutines as desired. For 



the format of the call statements, see the program listings in 

Appendix A. An example application is described in Chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER III 

DISPLAY OF THE RESULTS OF 
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING 

In order to observe the results of processing using the 

described subroutines, the VAX ll/780 was used to generate tele-

vision images of plots of given sequences, and the images were then 

displayed and manipulated on the Comtal Vision One/20 image pro-

cessing system. A monochrome (hlack and white) image is generated, 

stored, and transferred to the Comtal as a 512x512 array where each 

element of the array is an eight bit binary number which corresponds 

to the intensity of one pixel of the television image. By defining 

the intensity, or gray level, of each point in the image, a display 

of plots of discrete sequences can be generated. 

The FORTRAN program PLOT, which is listed in Appendix C, gen

erates an image which diplays up to five black and white two-dimen

sional plots. The number of plots, the sequences plotted, and the 

manner in which they are plotted are left as user options and are 

described below. 

Display Options 

1) Number of plots per image: 

Since there are 512 points of resolution in the x (hori

zontal) andy (vertical) directions, if there are n plots, 

then each plot will have 5 ~2 points along the y-axis and 
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512 points along the x-axis. This means that 512 points of 

each given sequence are plotted along the x-axis, and the 

value at each of these 512 point will be plotted along the 

y-axis with resolution to the nearest whole pixel, as a 

fraction of a pixel cannot be displayed. 

2) The sequences plotted: 

27 

Plot reads the values of a sequence to be plotted as floating 

point data from any direct access file specified by the user, 

allowing the display of any sequence stored in the VAX, as 

long as the sequence length is less than or equal to 5120. 

3) The portions of a sequence which are plotted: 

A sequence of fewer than 512 points is plotted left justified 

in the 512 wide display, with the rest of the points up to 

512 set to zero. If the sequence 1s longer than 512 points, 

the points plotted can be chosen as: 

i) a 512 point wide window beginning at any point in the 

sequence, where the beginning point is supplied by the 

user, 

ii) every Nth point, starting with the first, where N is 

any integer less than or equal to ten which is supplied 

by the user, or, 

iii) the average of bins of width less than or equal to ten 

which is supplied by the user. 

4) Black and white or color image: 

The image can be displayed as white plots with a black 
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background, or, us1ng the Comtal's pseudocolor memory capa-

bilities described under Comtal Commands below and in Appendix 

B, as a color plot on a black background. There are eight 

colors available, and for each plot, the positive-going 

portion and the negative-going portion can be different colors, 

chosen independently of the colors of any other plot. 

5) Magnitude compression in the y-direction: 

For each plot, the signed nth root of the data is plotted, 

where n is a floating point compression factor supplied by 

the user. Compression factors greater than one enhance the 

smaller values of the sequence, while compression factors 

less than one enhance the larger values, and a compression 

factor equal to one causes no compression. 

6) Normalization in they-direction: 

The program provides the user with the maximum absolute value 

of the 512 points of the compressed plot, and the maximum 

absolute value of the entire compressed sequence file. The 

user then supplies a floating point normalization factor 

which must be greater than or equal to the maximum absolute 

value of the compressed plot, and all the values of the plot 

are divided by this normalization factor. This causes the 

plot to be scaled so that it fits into the 5 ~ 2 points along 

the y-axis, providing a plot of the magnitude of the 

sequence, relative to the given normalization constant. 

When PLOT has accepted the options provided by the user, it 
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generates the image array and requests an output image file name, 

which the user supplies. The 512X512 array is then stored in memory 

under that file name, and is then transferred to one of the three 

Comtal image planes, where the image number is supplied by the user. 

The image can then be displayed and manipulated using the Comtal 

commands described be 1 ov.f. 

Comtal Commands 

The Comtal has a keyboard and a cursor track-ball which allow 

the user a way of interactively communicating with the system's PDP-11 

minicomputer. Some of the Comtal commands which are useful in the 

display of signal processing results are discussed below. 

"Display Image n" displays image number n (n=l ,2, or 3) on the 

television screen. 

"Add Graphic n" overlays the displayed image with graphic number 

n (n=l ,2,3, or 4). This is useful when the graphic contains coordi

nate axes, axis labels, or plot descriptions, all of which can be 

generated using "Trace Graphic" and ''Label Graphic" commands. 

"Add Pseudocolor Memory" is a way of associating the intensities 

of a monochrome image with colors so that the image is displayed in 

color. If the color option is chosen when running PLOT, this command 

displays the image in the colors chosen, as long as the Comtal 's 

pseudocolor memory contains the color/intensity information described 

in Appendix B. 

For further information on the above commands which may be useful 

in different applications, the user is referred to [14]. 



The program PLOT and the display system described are very 

useful and flexible for generating and displaying plots of some 

signal processing results. There are a number of shortcomings, 

however, which may cause problems in some uses. The most serious 

shortcoming is that a hard copy of the displays is not available 

unless a photograph of the image on the television screen is taken. 

Photographs of some images are shown in the figures of Chapter IV. 

Other problems with the display methods described above are 

vertical resolution, the speed with which an image can be generated 

and displayed, and the memory storage requirements. Because it is 

not possible to display a fraction of a pixel, the resolution is 

decreased when the magnitude at a point is rounded to correspond to 

whole pixels in the y-direction. 

The speed may be a problem because a lot of time is necessary 
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to generate an image due to the large number of user inputs necessary 

1n PLOT, and the process of transferring the image array to the 

Comtal is slow due to the size of the image array. The size of the 

image array could also cause trouble in storage requirements, as the 

array occupies ~ Mbyte of memory. 
"'T 



CHAPTER IV 

A SEISMIC APPLICATION 

To show how the subroutines of Chapter II and the display 

program of Chapter III can be used, they will be used in the study 

of the technique of dynamic predictive deconvolution as presented 

in [15]. The technique provides a way for geophysic·ists to determine 

information about the subsurface structure of the earth from measure

ments taken on the surface. Other techniques are described in [16] 

and [17]. 

The earth is modeled as a horizontally layered, piecewise con

continuous, linear transmission sytem [18] as shown in Fig. 4-1, with 

impulse reflection response RN(n) and transmission response TN(n). 

Hypothetical layers have been added to the system so that the two-way 

travel-time in each layer is assumed to be the constant unit delay, z. 

The parameters of interest are the reflection coefficients of each 

interface, rN,rN-l , ... ,r0. 

In [15], the impulse responses of an m layer system are calcu-

lated recursively in terms of the reflection coefficient, rm' and 

the impulse reflection and transmission responses, Rm_ 1(n) and 

Tm_ 1(n), of the system of layers 1,2, ... ,m-l, bounded above by layer 

m and bounded below by half-space zero, and the Z-transforms of the 

impulse responses are 
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o(n) RN(z) 
ZN+l half-space N+l l t (air) 

interface N 
(surface) 

ZN layer N 

interface N-1 

ZN-1 1 ayer N-1 

interface N-2 

• • 

• • 

• • 

interface 1 

zl 1 ayer 1 

interface 0 

~ 
zo half-space 0 TN(z) 

(basement rock) 

Fig. 4-1. Layered earth system. 
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(4-la) 

and 

(4-lb) 

Equations (4-1) can be written as 

(4-2a) 

and 

(4-2b) 

~ 

where crm is a constant depending on rm,rm-l , ... ,r0, and Cm(z) and 

(4-3a) 

and A ~ 

~ D (z)-r C (z) 
0 (z)= m m m 

m-1 (l-r2) 
m 

(4-3b) 

where, for l~m~N, 
,.._ 
C (O)=r m m (4-3c) 

and 
A 
D (0)=1 . m (4-3d) 

The reflection coefficients rN,rN-l , ... ,r0 are calculated from 
~ ,.._ ~ ~ 

(4-3c) where CN_1(z), DN_ 1(z), CN_ 2(z), DN_ 2(z), ... are calculated 

recursively from ~N(z) and DN(z) using (4-3a) and (4-3b). ct~(z) and 

DN(z) are found from the impulse reflection response as follows. From 



the conservation of energy from input to outputs, 

2 
~ 2 ~ 2 °N 

1-IRN(z)l =!1N(z)l -,.. .,.. 1 , 
DN(z)DN(.z) 
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(4-4) 

0 N ~ 2 so " is found from spectra 1 factorization of 1-l RN (z) I , because 
DN(z) 

"' ON(z) must be minimum phase for all real physical systems [19]. 
,.... 
DN(z) can then be found using (4-3d), and then, from (4-2a), 

"- A A 

CN(z)=ON(z)RN(z). (4-5) 
A "- .A 

Calculation of ON(z) and CN(z) from RN(z) is called deconvolution 

because it is a way of separating the elements of the convolution 

with Z-transform 

" ,.._ C~~ ( z) 
RN ( z ) A•-.:-'--

DN(z) 

Computation in Dynamic 
Predictive Deconvolution 

(4-6) 

(4-2a) 

" A .I'\ 
The procedure for finding CN(z) and DN(z) from RN(z) is shown in 

Fig. 4-2, and the procedure of implementing equations (4-3) is shown 

in Fig. 4-3. The operations can be performed on a computer using 

values of z on the unit circle, where the Z-transforms can be replaced 

with OFT's [2], and evaluation at z=O is found from the OFT coef-

ficients through Cauchy's integral theorem, as shown below. 

""' Let A(z) be a given polynomial which is analytic in and on the 

unit circle. 

theorem, 

,;o... 

Then A(z0) for some fixed z=z0 is, by the Cauchy integral 

~(z )=_:L" ~(z) dz 
o 2TIJ ~ z-z0 

(4-7) 



Input: RN(z) --------------

1 

Power 
spectrum 

+ 

Spectral 
factorization 

Fig. 4-2. Flow chart for DECON. 

Calculate 
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D ( ) c ( ) n z z n 

\J I 
Evaluate 

\ II ' I at z=O 
Calculate Dn_1(z), 

cn-1 (z)' then ./ r 
I' n 

replace n with n-1 
~ v 

Fig. 4-3. Flow chart for RECUR. 



where C is a closed contour which contains z0. For z0=o, C can be 
~ 

taken as the unit circle, and the Fourier transform, A(w), can be 

used instead of A(z). Now, on C, z=e-jw and dz=-je-jwdw where w 

varies from 0 to 2n, so (4-7) becomes, with z0=o, 

2rr-
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A(O)=~ f A(~) -je-jwdw , 
2ITJ 0 e-Jw 

(4-8) 

so 

1 2rr 
A -A(0)=2rr f A(w)dw , (4-9) 

0 

which is the average of the Fourier transform. Using the discrete 

Fourier transform, then, which is the continuous Fourier transform 

at discrete values of w [2], 

(4-10) 

-v 

where the values of A are found by calculating the OFT of A(n), where 
A 

A(n) is the inverse Z-transform of A(z). 

The FORTRAN program DECON uses the signal processing subroutines 

PRSPCTRM, FACTOR, CONVOLVE, and DFTCALC of Chapter III to perform the 

calculations of Fig. 4-2 with z restricted to discrete points on the 

unit circle. The program RECUR uses the results of DECOi~ to perform 

the calculations of Fig. 4-3, implemented in the time domain. 

DECON and RECUR, as listed in Appendix 0, were tested using the 

impulse response of a 2048 layer system with r 2048=0.9, r 2035=0.8, 

and all other reflection coefficients zero, corresponding to hypo

thetical layers. The impulse response and results were plotted using 

the program PLOT described in Chapter IV, and photographs of the 
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display are shown in Figs. 4-4. The impulse response, R2048 (n) is 

in Fig. 4-4a, and c2048 (n) and o2048 (n) are shown in Figs. 4-4b and 

4-4c, respectively. The calculated reflection coefficients r 2048 
and r2035 were calculated to within 10-5 of the actual values, and 

the other reflection coefficients were zero to an accuracy on the 

order of 10-5. 

Designaturization Using 
the Complex Cepstrum 

As an extension of the method of dynamic predictive deconvolution, 

a case is considered where the source function is not an ideal impulse. 

To be able to determine the reflection coefficients using DECON and 

RECUR, the impulse response must be obtained. 

Since the earth system is assumed to be linear, the output of 

the system is the impulse response of the system convolved with the 

source function, or signature. The process of removing the source 

function is called designaturization, and, for some sources, it can 

be accomplished with the complex cepstrum. 

In the discussion of the complex cepstrum in Chapter III, it 

was mentioned that the technique works well when a sequence composed 

of impulses is convolved with a smooth sequence which has a Z-trans

form with poles and zeros well away from the unit circle. It was 

also mentioned that sometimes the problems with poles and zeros near 

the unit circle can be remedied by using exponential weighting. 

In the seismic designaturization problem, the system impulse 

response is a series of impulses, so if the source is continuous and 

its Z-transform is well behaved near the unit circle, the complex 



Fig. 4-4a. Norma 1 i zati on Factor= 0. 9 
Compression Factor = 1 . 0 
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Fig. 4-4 . Photograph of dis p 1 ay showing a) R2048 (n), b) c2048 ( n), 
and c) o2048 (n). 



Fig. 4-4b. Normalization Factor= 0.9 
Compression Factor = 1 . 0 

Fig. 4-4c. Normalization Factor= 1.0 
Compression Factor= 1. 0 

Fig . 4-4. Continued. 
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cepstrum will work. 

Two typical seismic source responses are shown in Figs. 4-5 [20], 

and the surface response of the 2048 layer system to these sources is 

shown in Figs. 4-6. The complex cepstra of the responses of Figs. 4-6, 

as calculated using CPSTRM, are shown in Fig. 4-7 with various degrees 

of weighting. 

As can be seen, the complex cepstrum of the response from source 

#1 is unsatisfactory for a=l.O (no weighting), but is good with a=0.98 

(moderate weighting). This seems to indicate a pole or zero near the 

unit circle, yet inside. The complex cepstrum for the response from 

source #2 is unsatisfactory for all degrees of weighting used, however. 

Improvement in the complex cepstrum using a=0.98 over that with a=l.O 

seems to indicate a pole or zero near the unit circle, but when a=0.94, 

the complex cepstrum becomes worse, indicating that there may also be 

a pole or zero just outside the unit circle which has been pulled 

closer. 

Next, to find the impulse response from the complex cepstrum of 

the system response to source #1, the complex cepstrum calculated 

with a=0.98 is passed to the subroutines DETECT and SMOOTH, yielding 

the approximation of the complex cepstrum of the source only. Since 

the impulse response is desired, the approximated complex cepstrum of 

the source is subtracted from the original complex cepstrum, yielding 

the complex cepstrum of the impulse response, which is then passed to 

INCPSTRM to calculate the impulse response itself, which is shown in 

Fig. 4-8. The scaling factor was found assuming that r 2048 was known 

from surface measurements. Comparison with the actual impulse response 



Fig. 4-5a. Normalization Factor= 0.98 
Compression Factor= 1.5 

Fig. 4-5b. Normalization Factor= 8.0 
Compression Factor= 1.0 

Fig. 4-5. Typical seismic sources a) source #1, b) source #2. 
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Fig. 4-6a. Normalization Factor= 0.87 
Compression Factor = 1 . 0 

Fig. 4-6b. Norma 1 i za ti on Factor= 7. 2 
, Compression Factor= 1 . 0 

Fig . . 4~6. System response with sources of Fig. 4-5 a) source #1, 
b) source #2. 
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Fig. 4-7a. Normalization Factor = 10.7 
Compression Factor = 1.0 

Fig. 4-7b. Normalization Factor = 122.0 
Compression Factor= 1.0 
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Fig. _ 4-7 .. Complex cepstra of responses in Fig . . 4-6. a) Source #1, 
a=l.O, b) Source #2, a=1.0, c) Source #1, a=0 .98, 
d) Source #2, a=0.98, e) Source #1, a=0.96, f) Source #2, 
a=0.94 



Fig. 4-?c. Normalization Factor = 4.9 
Compression Factor = 1.0 

Fig. 4-?d. Normalization Factor= 4.9 
Compression Factor= 1.0 

Fig . 4-7. Continued. 
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Fig. 4-7e. Normalization Factor= 1.5 
Compression Factor = 1.0 

Fig. 4-7f. Normalization Factor= 3.0 
Compression Factor= 1.0 

Fig. 4-7. Continued. 
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Fig. 4-8. Normalization Factor= 0.9 
Compression Factor= l .0 

Fig . 4-8. Impluse response calculated using designaturization. 
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of Fig. 4-4a shows reasonably accurate results. The designaturized 

impulse res~onse is then passed to DECON and RECUR, and the reflection 

coefficient r 2035 was calculated to within l0-3of the actual value 

(r2048 was assumed known). The other reflection coefficients were 

zero to an accuracy on the order of 10-2. 

The above results suggest that the complex cepstrum is sometimes 

a good way to calculate the impulse response of a system from the 

response due to a non-impulse source. It also shows, however, that 

the technique does not always work, and that the user must be careful 

when using the complex cepstrum to perform designaturization. Use 

of the complex cepstrum in a more general seismic application is 

described in [21]. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

This thesis has described the development and use of a digital 

signal processing and display system and illustrated how such a 

system can be used in a specific application. The software can be 

easily expanded to include subroutines to perform other processing 

algorithms such as [2] linear prediction and estimation, spectral 

analysis, and system simulation. The software could also be easily 

modified so that the sequence 1 ength can be a variable in the sub

routine call statements. 

The disrlay system could also be changed or improved as neces

sary for a given application. An obvious improvement would be to 

display data that varies in two dimensions, using overlapping plots, 

variations in color, or variations in intensity to show variation 

in the other dimension. Also, PLOT could be rewritten as a subroutine 

with the plot options specified in the call statement, and the Comtal 

commands to manipulate the images could also be sent to the Comtal 

from the host computer. These would alleviate some of the speed prob

lems in the presented display sytem, and make the system easier to 

use in some applications. 

A user who is familiar with a digital signal processing and dis

play system's capabilities and limitations can use the system as a 
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valuable tool in a wide variety of applications. 
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APPENDIX A: GENERAL DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING SUBROUTINE LISTINGS 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

30 

40 

SUBROUTINE DFTCALC(A,B,I) 
COMPLEX INPUT~ ~:EAL F'AF.:T ~n H·L~GIHAF:Y 
OUTPUT IS RETURNED !N A AND B, SO THE 
IF 1=1, AN INVERSE DFT IS CALCULATED, 
,...CALING F'E~· ..... or:·Mr·r· 1\.l""po·~·~, ~: : ··•. 1:::- T r'~ ;:\ · , r, r I r, C. I I'! I t., "H •• -· f ., , .l. - ~ 

FOUND. 
I. I MEt~"' I ON ,.., ( C' () • 0' p· ( '=' ,. . ...l. ,.. \ c ( C'" 4 ,., \ .... ·- '· .·, " \ . I I , • \ I ., H I . .i.J. ~ • I • :. f I ·' , 1 I '· t ' I,·' • ' : ! I ,-, '. I &.-lo I,·' .• " i'"-4 '· L' . .' 

\oo.: '"'"-~1 .1 ·-v•~. '-:.J -'·- - ............ . 
tJ = c:; (', 4 (', 

\ -.... ,, 
1~=4 

:··<J1=CI._i 
'[j ( I \ ·- .. I 

1:~ ' ~ J = 11• .. ~ .. : 
ELSE 

DO 4(• J= 
A<.J:,:::C(.J 
8(._1)=( -1 

END IF 
F:ETUF:N 
El-!D 

r- r. ·, .·, .. : .. '._ ~'-' 
. ..:·.~:c...:.{,+ 
f' :.r ( J ;. : ~- ~~· :; ~· ~ 
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SUBROUTINE PRSPCTRM<A~B> 
C INPUT COMPLEX TIME SEQUENCE IN A~B, EACH LENGTH N=5040 
C OIITF'UT MOitULUI~ -;au~r::'""rt OF. ,.Tr:: ~il';r.·r,_ .. , ........ ~.~~,_n .... · . .,~ :~-:--; . _ ... - L Hr. t.1. J. _ • _ ~.: r\ t:. r. 1 r. H. 'I ... r ... r.n • _ . _ 

C POWER SPECTRUM> IN A. THE SUBROUTINE IS DESTRUCTIVE+ 
I!IMENqiON ~t~0·40),RtS0~~\,r;~~!~~,n:~~~~~ -...; n \ -.. . - , ~ .... 1 - , • .... • _ .. • ... • .... , - .. • ... • 

CALL DFTCALCCA,B,O> 
DO 10 J=1,'5040 

10 A(J)=A(J)*t2tB(J)t*2 
F:ETUF:N 
END 
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~UB .. 'OUIT I NE FAr.T~:::·: .. • fi ·::-. ..,. r, - ' t_'' . • H . - . - . 

C INPUT=A~POWER SPECTRUM, LENGTH ~040 
C OUTPUT 1) A=MINUMUM F'H,;SE TiiiE s::~~:_·r::~::::: ~LENGTH 5(··E· 
C 2) D, E-=-MINI MUM f't-:,:.·:::: ::::c~:~::·u::>: ;;:!'< :·3FD~.!·i ~ LEt~GTH 5040 

DIMENSION AC5040),BZS040),D(5040)·E(S040) 
DATA B/5040l:O./ 
DO 10 J=1,50•H) 

10 A(J)=LOG(A(J)) 
CALL DFTCALC(A,B,l) 
A 'l)-Af]) !r) ~ - "' ' I ... f 

F.:( 1 )=0' 
DO 20 .J=:!, 2S::t) 

20 BCJ)=0. 
Ilo '"7f'l 1-""C''")• C'·-.4" ~ .... ,.-.:...J~t,,.J •. .' t.,.,! 

A (.J) =0. 
30 B < J :. =0 .. 

CAL~ DFTCALC(A~~,O) 
DO 40 ...1=1,5040 
[I ( 1) -E"'F' r ~ < J \ · ·&·ro~ 1 ... • , , ~ . - :'\ , H . , .J ·•· -· ;::. ·. t· \ ·-· .I 

E f I) EXF' ( • . I) ·. ·~ {""I ~.1 ' C• ' J ) \ ~ : , H '· ...,: .' ,; ':! l'f ~ C· \ ._ 

A(J)=DLJ) 
40 P.(J)=ECI) 

C~LL DFTCALC(A,B~l) 
RETURN 
EN It 
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c 
c 

20 

SUBROUTINE CONVOLVE(A,B~ 
CALCULATES A ( n) *:B ~ r1) P"'E"' ... ,,,...lJITr- I"• ,. I!!":",... .. ,.." "''I,-" .. ·"'\ 
~ H~ l~r 0 ~ H\JV~VJ,O\~~~~} 

REAL OUTPUT IN AZ5040~ 
rl I M,... )J,... I 0 H "' { C' ·' • " ' ... ' !:" ~ • ~- \ c I ...-" ..... ' T"· I .... " • " \ 

t:.J'f~ 1·1 H · ... Jt.-·~•.} .I~ t' ' .. '-.,_, -; •-' J: '\ ::_,~ .. ·~·._.' ..' 'v '" :..··· .. '"'~' ... ' ..' 
DATA C/~040t0./~D!50~0*0./ 
CALL DFTCALC(~~C,O\ 
C.L' rr:-·r···· -~,.. [ .. H ,_ .. I r '- i-1 L I_ \ t::' •• i ~ :._i .'• 

DO 20 ....1=1,5040 
Q= A ( J) :tr.: ( J)- •> .J) :~ D \ J '. 
B r I) -A I J, .,~, ·' I, I r.: I I, ·L· .-. , • , 

, \,..; . - ~ · J ·t· i. '· * I 'T .P. ', ~...' ) -~- ·- \ ._· i 
ti(.Jj::.Q 

CALL DFTCALC(A,B~l) 
EETLIF:H 
EfJD 
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SUBROUTINE CPSTRM(Al,E) 
C REAL INPUT IN Al~ LENGTH 2048 
C IMAGINARY OUTPUT IN E, LENGTH ~040 
C CALCULATES IDFT {d/dw [DFTCA)J/~FT(A)} 

DIMENSION A1(2048),B~5040),C(5040~,D(~0~0)~E::040) 
rl t..T• r-.;r:-"4 .. \'1£0 I L'"' '1:-" ·--·J." ' ... 'c-,.. ... -._,.- ' 

n H t'1JV ' . .},. .. ~ -/._l'"'l"""i-t:.-f' .. ./"/~i.'.:_!\.'.1....;'_'.'·-'r/ 

C INITIALIZE E 
DO 5 J=1,5040 

.-. ELJ)=O. 
TYPE *''INPUT EXPONENTIAL WEI:~HT:NG F::-.,c:c~ ~ :...:::·::·: ::~.·:;··.~ .. 
Tv F' r- •,!,· I t:i I:• E ill! •. L T ,... • ·'"' .... ,.. " .,.. .... ,-, ~ ' . - . ' " .-,-1 •. ,.; ' ,.. ' ,- 1 ~ - ' ' 

1 r:. ,.. '! -· r\ l'f- 11 . _, 1 • f u i"'· :-_ H 1 t. r-. i ~ r 1-: \.I + r _ r: 1 ·; ~ 1 • ;._ ... ,... T ·: J 
tiCCEPT 40, A;, 

C B u I I L -r, E T !..l E r",... •. L,.. r· T ; 'ME c .... ""·: ' .-- }J 1'"' ·-. IN - J:"• 1 , ;:H,, H J:. I - ·-' C. U ,,.' !:. , _ C. 

C D WILL BE THE :3CALEit TIME '3EQU!=}!C:: T IME'3 - _;r, ~ ccv:·~·;s·s! :r H!C: 
C TO FREQUENCY DOMAIN IliFFEF:ENTI1"17IC:~, 

DO 10 J=1,2048 
B(J)=(AAlt(J-1))lA1iJ) 

10 rl tJ'- '- 1 '·..t.·Br 1\"-.FLn'T• '-1' ' ' .I-~ .&. .I i' '"' I "' UH . ~· ) 
C B + JC WILL BE F(w) 
C E + JD WILL BE d/dw{F(w)} 

CALL DFTCALCCB,C·)~ 
CALL DFTCALrtE,D~0) 

C CALCULATE R~CIPFOC~L OF r(~) SUT r:N'T LET IT ~QU~L ~· 
DO 20 J=l ~ 504(i 
Q=BCJ>**2+C<J)~t2 
IF (Q.LT.1.E-20) Q=t.~-?0 
.,., ( J ', - ... , ( J ' / Q 
D .. -t·' I I -

C I J o ' 1 ''"'"' ( I\ /Q ~ } = ',- .1 'r-1 .. '.J J. -

20 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE ~/dw{F(w)}/FC~j 

•'"') !:-.... ,_. 
c 

40 

ro -.n 1-1 c.- .. , •.•. 
' ..: C• ._ - ,. \-' I._J • .., ') 

Q ,., , · • ~- .. , ., r ·· 1 · ·~· r· , ' ' = ["t I \J ,' ')"\ r .. I . ._ _I - -· I. ··- / 'r· I ~ .. -.....- .1 

E(J)=B(J)tD(J~t~(J)1E(J~ 
D<J!=G 
riEF·rt·~Tr!.~E c·-: .. :::T'"·;:· ... , ..... · , /i-l • c ... , r __ ,, ·-'-~-'--L 

CALL DFTCALC(DrE,ll 
FOF:MAT < E 17 • 8) 
F:ETUf\'H 
END 

-,-,r _,. .. ,.... ,-·, 
_:-. [. i..::. ., ._, 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

10 

SUBROUTINE INCPSTPM(B,A) 
INPUT IMAGil·JAFY ·;~Q;:ErJf'E WHICH IS ;, Fr:EQUENC'( DIFFEHENTIATED 
COMPLEX CEF'STF:uM: .... · Tl-iE- • I MAG I N;;F: :· • FAF:T Is !.Jt~ r:r::~:·: T ooD + 

THE INPUT SEQUENCE IS BrS040) 
OUTPUT F'E· .. L TIME SEQU~='t·F"::- '·':-.:'"'"''' '-1''= ..,.,,~ j":;-!.!::-}.1 , ........ :: .. ;r,..·:p,~. \ H - i-. .\...o&. .. w .. .L ..... M ,,H_ tn- ·--·-1' _c.._ r,_, .. 
THE OUTPUT SEQUENCE IS A(2043~ 
DIMENSION A<2048),B(5040l,C(5:40) 
MULTIPLY BY -1/._in COF:~:ESF'OfJUl;·JC~ TO F!T~C:r·(~TI~;-~ :1·1 T:--:E 
FF,EnlJIEt"CY ro~'~ IH TH .... I'JI"fii'Y ?-· -r~·- ·- . - - .--~-. ,,-- .,.- .,.-\ \."( " I 11 H 1'1 t i:. t'! r\. I !. ';.~. .:. :. r· : .. 1 i~ ~ f! = ~._·. t !:: ._ ~:, '-':: ~ l I - - '_, 

IlERIVATitJE CEPSTF:UM 
B<l>=Ot 
C(1)=0. 
DO 10 J=2~5040 
B(J)=(-1)tB(J)/FLOAT<<J-1)) 
c (,Jj =0 + 

CALL DFTCALC<B·C,O) 
CALCULATE THE CO~PLEX EXPONENTIAL 
DO 30 J=l, 5·)40 
Q=EXP (Ben :· 
B<J>=O*COSiC(J)) 
r (j'-'"''-ii'"I"'(I"'' I'' _., }-l:(•t-,) d ..• ·'··J.!.i 

CONTI HUE 
C •.. L [tF1r··L·-·(r· ..... 1' HL - _.!-'. L \ !:· ' ·• :· ,I 

NOW HAVE "!HE ;:.\~Ic,;-:·ir::~ Tif·;E ::.::c::_:Et-T~ 
TYPE *''INPUT kEIGHTI~G ~ACTOR f~17.8 FORMAT). 
HCCEF'T 5C•, i-1~ 
[10 4{' 1=1 '":{'4'--. ) ~ _, ... v -:J 

AA=AAl:~(J-1) 
THIS IS NECC:SSARY TO r:ES-~?ICT Fl..Jt1..,.L;G FC1I;F •::·.Tr:FLOWS 
IF <AA.GT.l.E-10) THEN 

ELSF-
A(.J!=B(J)/.;~ 

;,A=() • 
?t(J •=Ot 

END IF 
40 CONTINUE 
50 FORMAT <E17.2) 

RETUF:N 
END 
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c 
c 

c 

c 

10 

11:" _.J 
r'l" 
~ t_J 

"'I:" .;;..J 

40 
50 

SUBROUTINE DETECTZA,LOC) 
INPUT IN A<2048)~ OUTPUT SPI~E LOCATION IN LCC~2048) 
LOC<I> = 1 IF SPIKE AT A(I), 0 IF NO SPIKE AT ~(I~ 
DIMENSION A<2048),LQC(204S) 
INTEGEF: WINDOW 
INITIALI~:E LOC 
DO 5 ...1=1~2048 
LOC(J)=•_) 
TYPE *''INPUT WINDOW WIDTH-- INTE?ER' 
ACCEF' T 40 ~WI I~ o;·n,J 
TYPE *''INPUT THP~3~0LD -- FLOAT!~G POI~T tE17.2'' 
ACCEPT 50,THRESH 
DO 10 LOOP f1t.1EF:HGE:S It~ Wrtn:u:~ 
riO 11:" Loor:· r 1i)M'"···-·EC E; ,--~ l:·nitF -~.j T:-: .... w•unn~.l '·'ITW ~ ...... L .J -r _., iHf"'· . ._ ... ~·--'• . _ .. ) _,\ 1 .t. .... 't--'"'" ,!J t1i :n:::. 
DO 20 LOOP SLIDES -;·HE WHHICI.~ FOf·: NE:.~ i~:"::~~:;:GE:· 
DO 20 J=l,2048,WINDOW 
SUM=O. 
DO 10 K=O,WINDOW-1 
IF (JtK.GT.2048) GO ~0 2~ ("'IUM ,-,u-,t•t::r"(. t J'•···' ~ =~ tM H~~ H,. T~; I 

SUM= S U ."1 !lrJ I NDOlal 
I 0 1 C" ~-- " 'J T '' r -, U 1 l .J \ _-;; •._! ~ • l 1 1 .t.J I__ • -· 

IF <ABS(~(JtK)).GT.ABS<THRESHtS~M)) LOC(JtK)=l 
CotHINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
FOF:MAT <I5) 
FOf::ri;;T (£17.8) 
F:ETUPN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE SMOOTH(A,LOC) 
C INPUT SEQUENCE WITH SPIKES IN At2048)~ AND LOCATION OF SPIKES 
C IN SEQUENCE LOC<2048) WHICH IS GENERATED BY DETECT 
C OUTPUT SMOOTHED SEQUENCE IN A. 

DIMENSION AC2048),L0C(20~3) 
C riO 10 LOOF. ~cAl..l·~ LOC Tn ~ ....... 11 :H~'""'"·E ~- !....: - C' ~F· ,., :,·:::-.-. r:CTc·,""-:-l'""""t' ..... / ._, · r1 \.} 1 _ '-' t. t. ~ • 1:. r\ H ; ~ H ·...J :.- ....... - :) :... ~ 1 - - c: _, =· l 

C SUBF:OUTINE DETECT. IF LOC(.J··~~~ THE ·;;:·:!<E I:3 ::i'iOfJTnED f~'i 
C "I'E[:OAGT\..'G 'HE F·OI)'T'"' n..,, E·ct• '"'I~ . .- ,-..... ~ ... - '"'F'I._.. .... H ; ,.., H ... r~ , 1 . • 1'1 o U r~ t~ . n ~· :.. ::... L r 1 '- c ~ 1 '-c. • 
C THE LOOF' '"'T"F'T'"' ·r j-·::C rr--·.•ji'"'E T!....:!:" ,....,.~:; ·:-::-:,I ::·,...·,i~:-r,-::. r~·J \'-1'=' . o H , .:J H - ._. t• c. _ H _ .:J , , _ r ... , ... , 1 _ ,. , L _ . . _ 1 . • . , ·-

C CEPSTRUM ~RE ERRATIC AND ~~y CAUSE EFPCPS. 
DO 10 J=8,204~~· 
IF CLOC(J).EQ.1) A(J)=(A(J-lltA(JtlJ>;:. 

10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 



APPENDIX B: USING THE COMTAL PSEUDOCOLOR MEMORY 
TO DISPLAY COLOR PLOTS 

The Comtal image processing system is capable of displaying a 

pseudocolor version of a monochrome image. It associates the inten

sity, or gray level, of each pixel in the monochrome image with a 

color by defining the intensity of each of the three color guns in 

the television monitor. The user can obtain this association by 

defining the Comtal•s three pseudocolor memories, one for each color 

gun (red, green, blue). For example, Fig. B-1 defines a relation-

ship between the monochrome image intensity and the intensity of each 

of the color guns. With these relationships defined, all the portions 

of a monochrome image with intensity of 84, for example, will be 

displayed with a red intensity of 84, a blue intensity of 85, and a 

green intensity of 147. 

The color gun relationships are defined by the user by using 

the Comtal command 11 Trace Pseudocolor Memory (R,G,B), 11 and the mono-

chrome image is displayed in the defined colors by using the Comtal 

command "Display Pseudocolor Memory (R,G,B,A). 11 These Comtal commands 

are explained in [14]. 

If the pseudocolor memories are defined using the relationships 

in Fig. B-2, images generated by the program PLOT of Chapter III can 

be displayed in the colors chosen by the user. The eight colors 

defined are red, yellow, white, blue, brown, light blue, green, and 
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magenta, and the image will be displayed with a black background. 
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Fig. B-1. An example pseudocolor memory. 
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Fig. B-2. Pseudoco1or me~ory for PLOT. 



c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

APPENOIX C: LISTING OF DISPLAY PROGRAM, PLOT 
DIMENSION A(5120),B(512) 

5 

20 
30 

40 

L•O ._1 

THIS PROGRAM GENERATES AN IMAGE WHICH CONTAINS PLOTS 0~ 
STORED SEQUENCES. 
B'(.TE IMA"Ei~1~ ~·?~ r.J .• J_,_,.,JJ..,_, 

CHARACTERt512 BUF(Sl:) 
CHARACTERt40 NAME 
EQUIVALENCE (lMAGE,BUF) 
TYPE *''INPUT NUMBER OF PLOTS' 
ACCEPT 200' tJUM 1 
DO 100 I= 1 , NU~ll 
TYPE *,'INPUT sou~:CE FILE ~JFi'iE' 
ACCEPT 500, NAh•:: 
TYPE ·*,'INPUT SOUF;:CE FILE L..Ef1t3'l'H -- :...ESS THAN OF: EGIJAL TO 512•:,' 
ACCEPT 200, rww: 
OF•Et..• (UilJIT ·j ,...-. ··u·-- 'f..,l'.' ·-"1,... -~·.- ', .. " ..... ,t ., rf J". =~,~I~; .:J:: .. c !) · ~ r .L _.t~ 4 :i''"~J1t.. ~ ..,:,:.~_ll.._if'-~ .. -:: 
READ (2,300) (A(J),J=1,NUrl2) 
CLOSE (UNIT=2) 
FIND MAX OF FILE = F ILEI'>i ·. 
FILEMAX=O. 
DO 5 .J=l ~NLIW2 · 
IF <FILEMAX.GT.ABS(A(J))) GO TO~ 
FILEMAX=A8S(A(J)) 
CONTINUE 
TYPE *''INPUT PLJT OPTION 
TYPE*'' 
TYPE *'I 
ACCEPT 200, NUM~:> 
IF (NUM3.EQ.3) THEN 

TYPE *~'INPUT BIN WIDTH' 
ACCEPT 200 ~ t·!UM4 
DO Yi •. 1= 1 ~51.:: 
C=O. 
DO 20 •·. = 1 ~ , .. ~ur, ~1 
C=CtA(J1NJM4-K+1> 
B(J)=C/NUM4 

ELSE IF <NUM3.EQ.2) ~Hr~:·: 

·-. r • (- I 

.. : .. (•j ..:.:· 

T"F'E •li I l'-'F' 11T t' i, :.·L,"",-:- ,....,,... ... ,,( t• t' r'·•"" ... ' 'T', f ..,., ~~ ,_: ,-: ·' _, r..~i~t',1 1 '-.fJ ~U.!..i~!) 

ACCEPT "200 ~ f·.p_::~:-'\ 
DO 40 ._1=1·512 
B(Jl=A((J-1)~NUM4+1) 

ELSE 
T"F'E -~, 'H·'F'IiT ';-:Ei~.,.:·.J'JT>!;~ I _ if·. . •. ,'f _ . _ - l, . f.... -

ACCEPT ::~~;:;. ~ UU·H 
DO 50 .J= j_ ~ :; 1: 
B i, J) =A ( _:+NUh:· ·-1) 

END IF 
TYPE *''BLACK & WHITE 
ACCEPT 200,NUM5 
IF <NUM5.EQ.1) THEN 

NUMc·=-l 
t·LlM~·~-1 

ELSE 

END IF 

, .. 
I ' ' · ..... lF, ~~Lo~ t"' I~·~~. 1 L,, r · 1 '., ... ,~,. 

,_, ~ - .. 1. \ •'- , I ' o I - -

T y F' E * ' I I N puT c [iMp FE s ~: I i} .! F ;., :: T 0 F: ( F l 0 AT I N G F' ;~: I f-! T :· I 

r.ALr.tiL ... T~ s I P-•~ rl r·Ji ·-. F·;·- -; -1 "';:- ;:, '1_,-__ lT •.· :.IHEF:~_ !·~::. Ui J : .. !r-: - -- H '-'" :JI1i:.L .. _I .. -.. ... 

ACCEPT 4(t(,, QNUM 
QNUM= 1 /l~NIJi'l 
DO 60 . .J=l,SL;.: 
IF tBtJ·> ~JE ,. , B'J' f"' ... -.,,.E ... F .. ·.-. ,,, ., ............... -~ .. -.c.,,, .. ' ....• ,, . 

' , +!',_, • ._.~.) •, .J=~J.L'I'f', _;.._ '.L~:·~~-!r!-t·_~_.•·-·•.:"1.-··: ·.r.··•_._.) .' il ~.c·'~·-'l.i 
CONTINUE 
FHm Mr1X. I.JALUE OF COtiPF:E3SED F'!_OT = r-·:...·=·~ .·i~/ 
F'LOTMAX=O. 
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DO 65 J=1,512 67 
IF <PLOTMAX.GT.ABS(B(J))) GO TO 65 
PLOTMAX=ABS<B;J)) 

65 CONTINUE 
iYF'E .~00, F'LOTMA:.: 
IF 'FILEM"" ' 1[ (' F~··· EM"'~::=~="XF'fL-l~1 UM/'' illj"': ... -:-: r:~·\''!1 1,. ".H},+j'.,·t,.t' J.L t1 .. -. .•. !'! 1'L. •. ,r ___ ,.H .... 

TYPE 700,FILEM~~-
TYF'E *' 'INF'liT t~nF·;..I~L""-::-:~TIPrJ r·n:-:r-r···NT (_ ·.: = ·"'"·'( 11 ·1 ''E .,,..M,.. F·Ln .... ' . . .. ,. H 1 . .__,, -·· --- .. ~ H I ~-,H~. ·.;:·-. .. - ... ~. L·L!, r',. ,_} .· 
TYF'E *''EXPONENTIAL FORM~r -- ~17.8' 
ACCEPT 300,C 

C NORMALIZE PLOT 
DO 70 ,_1=1,512 

70 B(J)=B(J)/C 
C SET IMAGE 

80 ,... ... 
ft...l 

100 

c 
1 

110 

c 
200 
300 
40:) 
500 
600 
700 

c 
c 
c 
c 

0=256 • .'1-!Ut\1 
LI=NINT<(2~I-llt0) 
ItO 90 J-J .:-• ··· . -,,,Jl.~' 

I F ( B (._I ) • E I) • ,_... : THEN 
N I ::.·:J 
L:;.:-1 
fw'i:= i .j u itt ·.7' 

ELSE IF <B<J) -L~t0~) THEN 

ELSE 

END IF 

~-'I=Nil.'T(•··xi··,··t:::~r.r ,. ·., •• 1 ~ • •• , t 1. ,. . "1 _. _. , r· • ._. 1 .· J .1 

L-=1 
M=r·HJMe:. 

N I - i, ..... T I n·t·l:· . . , . 
-I'( J. ~-~ It _ tf· ("1 ' .._! ) } 

L=-1 
ri=NUh7 

DO 80 K=l,Ll\~H-1)~L 
IMAGE< J, LI +~: ;. :-:i·i 
CONTINUE 
COtHil~~-~~ 
CONTINUE 
T'(F'E ·t,'I'-'r'I!T 'ILE ~-!··~:~- T;-; '=:iT;:~ ~·:-1..:.~~ iH.lfiE'"'' ... lr_ r 1 .. '-l.,.._ ____ .. _ ..... _ .... _, __ ,..__ 

• C,...EF T c:-"" . J "ME H L. ' J'JtJ 'r .. H ... 
WRITE IMAGE TO DISC 
OPEN 'LI~'TT-,..., ... ·r··..,..l'·-··_,,,.-lJ' ·rr[·-.. -._., .. 1,..,..., .... "' ··.-,-.-,....~.-{'.._,,..,,_.--T··,•·r I 1, P!.;.l-.L..',::' Hl..l-:·- ·:t:.~ '~_;-· -:::-- Ll rr_~_ .. ~-,,::._:_, .. \.:..•::!:..-· !"l.~.~il 

,RECL=128,FILE=NAMEi 
DO 110 ...1=1·512 
uF~IT' <~·'.Ji ·~:'F(.:·; w . r. . ... .. . •. .J . _ . 

r·Locr- t .. .,·'IT=-::· . .., ... •C:. ·. U!1 ~ J 

TYPE * ~ , I NF'Ui corn AL r ilt1i?E i'~Ui"' £ E r:· < <> ;· ~- 3:, ' 
ACCEF'T 200., I M~WM 
SEND IMAGE TO COMTt1L 
CALL SEND<NAMEri~NUM> 
FORMAT <I1•)) 
F 0 F: M t1 T ( E l 7 ~ 8 _., 
FORMAT ( F 15 ~ 7) 
FOr:MA T ( :;-1 0 ;· 
F 0 F: MAT ( 1 X , ,. M A/ • 
FOF:MA T ( 1/' I MAX. 
STOP 
END 

ABS ' 
AB,.. ·:::.· • 

I'.LUC" tH 1... 
,..,,-. '1'" r. E ........ EI1 ·_.Ui r r =·~ F'L [;! I ·: 

~'ALL~E J: i=IJ1~·p E~3 s CII FILE .. ,.., 
1: 

:· 'i E .... .-, .. 
~ - . ' 

-•, I 

' - { ;- ., 
' ,. - ·. • c. - .. J 



50 
30 

100 
11" ... v 

READ (1'J,ERR=100~END=1C0) BUF<J~ 
FOF:MAT (<.I SIZE> A) 
CONTINUE 
IF CJ.EG.513) GO TO 110 

TYPE *''number of records re~d = 
CALL CMGET 
CALL TRANCOM<.TRUE.~N,!MAGE,Ol 
CALL CI~REL 
CLOSE<UNIT=1.) 
RETUF:N 
END 
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APPENDIX D: SEISMIC SIGNAL PROCESSING LISTINGS 

SUBROUTINE DECON(A1Cl,D1) 
C INPUT REAL IMPULSE F:ESFGNSE \IN T!l"iE I•ot1AI!-D IN "'"~ LEl·li~TH 
C ':l048. ~UBRGUTP;~ DEr.o~-Wo: 1,1F~ .;-=~~~ /:-i~ t1;·JD C!'iF!:j~ :"'~ :1i·;~i I;~ IN 
C LENGTH 2048- ARF:.AYS cl AiHt"DT~ . - -· -- .. -. - - -- . - -

c 
c 

c 

c 
c 

c 

c 

..... 
i_. 

c 

10 

2 Ct 

niMENqiON ~t':l04"o\,G:~04(),~C~04n\.~:~~~n~~~c.:~0j: .• ~,~rs~~~~ 
- \,J • n " .._ , \ - ... .. . . _ . ·~ . .., ..... \ - . --, • . . \ - ~ , "" . . , . _ _ -, _ . 

DIMENSION C1(2048),D1(204S) 
[t~TH-~ r / c;r;4o·~o. /. Il/c;r)J,r. 1::0. /, !:" ,- o::;r. 1 :; .~ ;) . ,·, :::- / o::;;··,..! ,._, +L ;', •· / 

n ._,.""'"\.:.,.If" ...• w"' v ... •. ._._"''-'·JO,, ·--•··-. no 1r-, 1=1 ... )r,.J.;.: 
- ... '-i ' ... 1J I \.J 

C\J)=;.(J) 
SAVE IMPULSE RESPONSE, R=C/D, FOR LATER U?~ (D~CGN~OL~TIQN\ 
E L..l) =A LJ) 
CALCULATE POWER SPECTRUM 
CALL PRSPCTRM<C·D> 
DO 20 J=:,5040 
CALCULATE SPECTRAL FUNCTIJN 
CLJ)=1.-CLI) 
CALL FACTOR(C,G~D> 
,... ···• '"'\ 'LH. TE r;·r:-r. I F·r-·nc "L t \J[I A:.tEt:· "Gr L-HL•-· J 1\~. -· r, _ r1 rll. , r.:-1 ,I:. 

AVERAGE = El.,tHLIJh T l. OU OF D ( z) ?tT :. = 
DQ=O. 
DO 30 J=1,5C-40 
Q=G(J)*t2+D<J>*t2 
( \ f I '1 ... ': t

1 
I 't •. 'l 

' ' -· - ·-· ' ·-· , .' ,_. D<J)=(-1)1D(J)/J 
30 DQ= DCHC ( .J) 

40 

'=0 
~· 

60 

65 

l '·-·' 

IQ c.-"4'' tr: =J' . .: v + ... ;_·u 
NOF:MALIZE r:=: r1 11 E::::HG:: 
DO 40 .J=1,~040 
C(J)=C<~.I11Dl) 
II t J' =IIi' I' ·J:Iti~t ' J . . .... ) " .. 
I=l 
T r:·u~Jc · .... :::- '"·::--::: ,. r·::: ..,.1 C1 ro.. r. ·nl .... r,_.._ ... L -' 
r "L' r FT'"' "' .-· ... ~ -, ... · _H L J L~LL'~'0"i: 

r r. r..- {" ,_...., o=",... • t: .-.. , ,.. 
lu .J ._1 ._a-.-:""-~ .L '-.''-:-~'J 

D(J)=O. 
SAIJE Ds;r,) FOF: Lt,TEF: u~:::: (~:::=~_:::;:s:c:;i'!) 
[0 'r '1 ,....,. ... 1 0 J ..... = y ~~ ') ~ : ~ 

[I(J)=t). 
rl f J'l-~r ') 1 , , , -L .. ·-• 
DO 65 J=2049•2520 
[I(J)=O. 
C • · c1 :· · TE r- :::· :-,.., i r··J:.-r.:-::·.Jt;•·1LliT; r·r-J '1 ··, • .HL ·-·Lrl --I .; ... t_ ·• L''- -·'-'' \ ~ '-~ - _\,.. -~.l c H L L c CJf J I) 0 L \)::: ·: := " :: -~ 

I' 0 7 r! : = 1 , --:· 0 1 F ·""- ·'--1-

Cl(J)=C(.J) 
R t:""'"'IF't~ ,_ 1 \J ' . 

EHD 
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SUBROUTINE RECUR{C,D,R) 
C INPUT NUMERATCtF> c, AND DENOMINATOR, I;, <II~F·!_:L.':E F:ESF"Ci:~·:c:=c.-·D:• 
C IN LEt .. GTH 'J,04'"' ·~·::;·•v("' .,... ,.....,~ t'"'ll' ..... ,....~, ~'t' [',..."'Lr·t.J ,~;:.,..!:·fl-"!1 .... •:J H ... ,HIO H:J !_.I1.__. ... Lt-:•t..:.. _ !C. :.J •.• , --11-1 

C REFLECTION FUNCTION IN R LENGTH 2048 WH~RE R(2048)=SURF~CE 
C REFLECTION COEFFICIENT~ Fltm RD>=BA':E:'·EllT FE~LECTIOn 
C COEFFICIENT. 

IIIM~~,...roN Of~04q) rr~rJ~q),[tf~049) -.J,~ •, f'\\.&... - ,_\.-, r\... • \-'J -• 

N=2048 
C C(l)=Nth REFLECTION COEFFICIENT 

10 RCN>=C(l/ 
N=N-1 
IF <N.EQ.l) GO TO 30 

C CALCULATE RECURSIONS C(n)=[C(ntl~-Rn~D ntl)J/[1-Pntt:J 
C. [i(r;)=[[l(r,)-F'ri'tC(;-; J/[1-:.:;:r!~t.:t2: 

Q=C(l) 
DO 20 J=l,N 
DCJ>=<D<J>-Q*C(J))/(1.-G1t2) 

2 0 c ( J ) = .: c ( .J + 1 ) - Q~: [l ( _l ~ 1 ) ) / ( : t - fp~ ~.:~ * 2 ) 
GO TO 10 

30 RETURN 
ENtt 
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